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Beurer app world
Intelligent products call for ease of operation and simple 
evaluation of all data. At any time, from anywhere. Beurer’s 
range of apps covers many topics relating to health, well-being 
and safety. We have the right app for everyone.

The Beurer Connect product group. All products marked with 
the Connect button can be connected to a corresponding app 
or software program, for example to “beurer HealthManager“. 
The connection can take place in the traditional manner via 
USB cable, or via Bluetooth® or NFC1 directly to your end 
device. This is truly convenient monitoring.

The right solution 
for every requirement

1Near Field Communication



„beurer HealthManager“

BM 85 BF 700 AS 95

Innovative and safe 
health monitoring

Example of products:

*tested online application 
Beurer HealthManager Cloud

The „beurer HealthManager“ app developed by Beurer enables 
you to keep an eye on your data – at any time, anywhere. The 
extensive product range includes blood pressure monitors, 
blood glucose monitors, diagnostic scales, activity sensors, 
sleep trackers and pulse oximeters – combining the modern, 
networked healthcare world of today.

Feel good in your body in every way! With the „beurer Body-
Shape“ app and the corresponding products, you can reach 
your desired weight with ease, shape your body and learn to eat 
consciously and healthily. 

The „beurer BodyShape“ app will soon be your best friend, training 
partner and personal trainer bringing motivation and fun.

„beurer BodyShape“

Get in great shape and 
reach your ideal weight

AS 81 BodyShape BF 710 BodyShape

*

GL 50 evo



„beurer SleepExpert“ 

Healthy, restorative sleep becomes more and more important 
as the demands of everyday life increase. Become more fami-
liar with your body’s sleeping activities to resolve the causes 
of possible sleep problems. Everything is better after a good 
night’s sleep!

The Beurer SE 80 sleep sensor provides precise sleep moni-
toring and analysis – just like a sleep laboratory but from the 
comfort of your own home.

Enjoy life more after 
a good night’s sleep

SE 80 SleepExpert

„beurer SleepQuiet“ 

No more sleepless nights! The user-friendly „beurer  
SleepQuiet“ app enables you to carry out a detailed analysis 
of your snore behaviour, helping you to reduce your disrup-
tive snoring. 

For identifying and eliminating noisy snoring using the  
unobtrusive SL 70 snoring stopper. 

Restful night‘s sleep 
without interruption

SL 70



„beurer CosyNight“

Warmth isn‘t just good for the body, it‘s also good for the soul.
We all love the feeling of getting into a cosy, warm bed, particu-
larly on a cold winter‘s night! With the „beurer CosyNight“ app 
you can specify heat programs and put together a customised 
heat program. You can even conveniently switch on the under-
blanket whilst you are out and about. 

The two heated underblankets UB 190 CosyNight and UB 200 
CosyNight come with a WiFi switch which enables the device 
to be controlled externally. 

Warm up your bed  
when you are out and about

UB 190 CosyNight UB 200 CosyNight

„beurer FreshRoom“

Keep an eye on your indoor
temperature and humidity level

The indoor environment affects our daily well-being. With the  
HM 55 thermo hygrometer you can keep an eye on the indoor 
temperature and humidity level at all times. Its warning function 
enables you to always maintain a climate that is comfortable 
for you. 

The „beurer FreshRoom“ app provides clear, long-term
monitoring and can even be used for multiple rooms.

HM 55



Long-lasting, easy and convenient removal of unwanted hair 
as well as getting a smooth and supple skin. Thanks to the 
Intense Pulsed Light  technology and the beurer IPL hair 
removal devices, annoying unwanted hair is removed easily. 

This intuitive app supports you throughout the entire treatment 
phase, from adjusting the appropriate energy level to suit your 
hair and skin characteristics through to creating a personalised 
treatment plan, including reminder function. For all Beurer IPL 
products.

„beurer MyIPL“ 

Perfect guide for  
long-lasting hair removal

IPL 7500 IPL 10000+

Example of products:

Getting up early every day is hard for many people – but with 
the WL 90 and WL 75 wake-up lights you can start your day 
refreshed, while the TL 100 brightlight will keep the winter blues 
away even when the sky is at its darkest.

By using the „beurer LightUp“ app, all functions of the products 
can be easily controlled via your smartphone.

„beurer LightUp“

Fresh and rested  
throughout the day

WL 90 TL 100

Example of products:

WL 75



„beurer CardioExpert“

Precise ECG measurement at home – the ME 90 mobile ECG 
device and the BM 95 blood pressure monitor with ECG 
function as well as our free of charge „beurer CardioExpert“ app 
monitors all your values and maintains a professional dialogue 
with your doctor.

From the comfort of your own home: 
ECG competence centre

BM 95ME 90

The „beurer CareCam“ app was specially developed for the 
two Beurer monitors BY 88 Smart Monitor and BY 99 Dual-
Video Monitor. 

Continuous monitoring at any time, anywhere via smartphone, 
tablet or PC. Can be used as a baby monitor, when caring for 
the elderly or for monitoring a room.

„beurer CareCam“ 

Peace of mind at home 
and on the go

BY 88 BY 99

CONNECT ED
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